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An avoidable
tragedy

M

any photographers, wildlife activists and
nature lovers — some falling into more
than one of those categories — tensely
await the National Park Service’s verdict on the
fate of a captured grizzly sow and her two cubs.
If the bears were involved in the death of
a Montana hiker last week in Yellowstone
National Park, officials say unequivocally that
they will kill the sow and may kill the cubs if
no rescue group or zoo will take them in.
The Park Service has to do its job, which in
this case means a bear that may have killed
and partially eaten a human will be killed if
DNA links it to the attack.
The uncomfortable truth, with great
sympathy and no disrespect for the man who
died, is that the rangers’ hands are forced in this
instance. The attack was avoidable. A bear may
die because a human did not take precautions.
The safety guidelines are there: Walk in
groups, make noise, carry bear spray and leave
behind route plans. None of those precautions
were followed.
Rangers on the search team were put into
danger. There were many present for safety’s
sake due to bear activity.
It’s easy to think of this area’s national parks
and forests as one’s backyard, but it’s important
to remember that in this wild country one can
still find a wild animal in one’s actual backyard.

Celebrate open space
Recently this summer large green banners
have waved over undeveloped fields all over
Jackson Hole. They proclaim that the property
is protected by easements negotiated by the
Jackson Hole Land Trust and donated or sold
by owners who put their money where their
mouths are when it comes to conservation.
As the Land Trust observes its 35th
anniversary this year, it’s certainly worth noting
the work that has gone into making Jackson
Hole look the way it does. As you travel around
this week, look for the banners and imagine the
alternatives along highways 22 and 390.
It’s also worth noting that thousands of acres
more remain vulnerable, and that every year
new people come to Jackson Hole looking to buy
a little slice of this verdant haven.
The Land Trust’s work continues — and all
of us can help by ensuring that the value of
conservation easements is not lost on future
residents and future generations.

LETTERS
Abdication of duty
Our elected officials are abdicating their civic
duties and ignoring their stated mission.
The county commissioners and the Town Council are on the verge of approving an Integrated
Transportation Plan that identifies the Tribal
Trails Connector as a top-priority project. But
our electeds have publicly admitted in open meetings that (1) they don’t yet understand the safety
issues this bypass will raise in Jackson’s dense
school zone and surrounding neighborhoods, (2)
they don’t have current or accurate data about existing or projected traffic on this bypass and connecting roads, (3) they have not yet studied alternatives, such as improving the “Y” intersection,
and (4) additional public comment and review is
appropriate before they take action.

Yet with barely 10 minutes of discussion at the
latest joint information meeting they seem to be
rushing blindly ahead. The transportation plan
may have some helpful concepts to address the
valley’s traffic issues. The Tribal Trails Connector, however, has yet to be meaningfully analyzed,
and its inclusion in the plan is premised on outdated and inaccurate information.
The county commissioners’ strategic plan defines their mission as to “support the well-being
of its residents.” Is the well-being of county residents supported by approving a bypass road on
incomplete and inaccurate information and an absence of analysis? The commissioners define their
“values” as including “transparency, integrity and
trust.” Are our elected officials acting with integrity and in a manner deserving of our trust by
See LETTERS on 5A

The Question: What’s your worst summer traffic story?
By Ryan Jones

“On the West Bank someone
parked their car on the bike
path. ... They were 200
yards away looking at a
moose.”
Sean Doherty
Business owner

“The realization that I am
traffic.”

“Nearly every day on a
motorcycle you get cut off
by a car this summer. Be
safe out there.”

Matt Deehan
Marketing guy

Douglas Lonneker
Landscaper

“When there was an accident in Wilson. It took
an hour to get from Teton
Science Schools to Wilson.
Thank God for the radio.”
Emily Montesinos
Professional hooper

“It was backed up all the
way to the five-way stop,
bumper to bumper to
Wilson. It took over an hour
just to get to Wilson.”
Richard Lewis
Real estate broker

